A mathematical view on the decoupled sites representation.
The decoupled sites representation (DSR) is a theoretical instrument which allows to regard complex pH titration curves of biomolecules with several interacting proton binding sites as composition of isolated, non-interacting sites, each with a standard Henderson-Hasselbalch titration curve. In this work, we present the mathematical framework in which the DSR is embedded and give mathematical proofs for several statements in the periphery of the DSR. These proofs also identify exceptions. To apply the DSR to any molecule, it is necessary to extend the set of binding energies from R to a stripe within C. An important observation in this context is that even positive interaction energies (repulsion) between the binding sites will not guarantee real binding energies in the decoupled system, at least if the molecule has more than four proton binding sites. Moreover, we show that for a given overall titration curve it is not only possible to find a corresponding system with an interaction energy of zero but with any arbitrary fix interaction energy. This result also effects practical work as it shows that for any given titration curve, there is an infinite number of corresponding hypothetical molecules. Furthermore, this implies that--using a common definition of cooperative binding on the level of interaction energies--a meaningful measure of cooperativity between the binding sites cannot be defined solely on the basis of the overall titration. Consequently, all measures of cooperativity based on the overall binding curve do not measure the type of cooperativity commonly defined on the basis of interaction energies. Understanding the DSR mathematically provides the basis of transferring the DSR to biomolecules with different types of interacting ligands, such as protons and electrons, which play an important role within electron transport chains like in photosynthesis.